
STRAND CONTROL 
"JUNIOR" TYPE STAGE SWITCHBOARDS 

DIMMERS 
Standard JUNIOR boards are arranged with fixing irons and holes to take either STRAND slider dimmers 

JLS 21 or JLS 15. The former dims any load from 500 to 1,000 watts, the latter from 250 to 500. When

ever possible one size of dimmer should be used as this will prevent the risk of plugging a 250/500 dimmer 

in a 1,000-watt circuit . If two sizes must be used, then each size should be grouped together. For example, 

the heavy loads and their dimmers to the left of the board, light loads and their dimmers to the right. 

Catalogue numbers must be quoted when ordering dimmers for hire or purchase as other sizes cannot be bolted 

to the frame . 

JLS 21 Slider dimmer 500/1,000-watt variable load with graduated scale and 2-feet 

JLS 15 

flexible heat-resisting rockbestos lead . . 

Slider dimmer 250 /500-watt variable load with graduated scale and 2-feet 

flexible heat-resisting rockbestos lead .. 

MASTER DIMMERS 

each 

A 30-amp . 3-pin flush socket and plug is fitted to all JUNIOR boards so that a master dimmer can be 

easily connected in circuit. Except for small loads not exceeding 2.400 watts maximum it is not intended 

that a master dimmer shall be mounted on the board frame . When a dimmer is mounted on a JA or JB 

frame the number of circuit dimmers is reduced to 2 or 4 

respectively. 

The recommended type of master dimmer is the 100-

contact wall mounting SUNSET to be fixed adjacent to but 

not on the board and connected by a three core lead (the 

third core ensures that the dimmer frame and cover is 

earthed) . Each dimmer gives full dimming control for any 

load variation between the figures specified below . 

J2L.S.21 Slider dimmer 1,200 /2,400 variable load with terminals, graduated scale and 

cover but no lead (Price for leads upon application) .. 

Type G* Sunset dimmer 2,000 /4,000 variable load with terminals and :over but 

no lead (See leaflet H.21 for dimensions and details) . . 

Type J* Sunset dimmer 4,000 /8,000 variable load with terminals and cover but 

no lead (See leaflet H.21 for dimensions and details) . . 

* Extra for 6ft. long 3-core 30-amp lead in flexible metallic hose, fixed per· 

manently at one end to master dimmer, and to 3-pin 25-amp plug at the 

other end 
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